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A new 2D pulse sequence HMSC (heteronuclear multiple-bond and coupling constants are probably much more valuabl
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and single-bond coupling connectivities) for the simultaneous de-
tection of long-range and one-bond heteronuclear connectivities is
proposed which allows the two types of responses to be separated
and the corresponding nJCH and 1JCH connectivity maps to be
calculated. nJCH coherences are selectively labeled in the course of
the pulse sequence, the correspondingly acquired data are sepa-
rately stored, and a simple add/subtract procedure is applied to
disentangle and edit nJCH and 1JCH responses prior to final data
processing. Unlike standard methods, which are designed to mea-
sure one single type of heteronuclear spin–spin interactions and to
efficiently suppress the other, both nJCH and 1JCH are measured
simultaneously in a single experiment with the HMSC pulse se-
quence. Compared to the common strategy with two standard
experiments applied one after the other, e.g., HMBC and HMQC,
valuable measuring time may be saved with this single experiment
approach. The efficiency of the new pulse sequence and the quality
of the corresponding spectra are demonstrated using strychnine.
Features such as sensitivity, lineshapes, and the suppression of
1JCH residual peaks in the final nJCH subspectra are investigated
and compared with the corresponding results obtained with stan-
dard methods. The attractive and unique single experiment ap-
proach, its high efficiency, and its easy experimental setup to-
gether with straightforward data processing make HMSC a
valuable experimental alternative for the today’s more time-con-
suming “two-step” practice and makes it suitable for standard
routine applications. © 2001 Academic Press

Key Words: long-range heteronuclear shift correlation; one-bond
heteronuclear shift correlation; HMBC; HMQC; HMSC.

INTRODUCTION

Multidimensional heteronuclear shift correlation betw
directly and remotely coupled nuclei is probably the m
powerful tool of high-resolution NMR spectroscopy. Wher
1JCH connectivities and coupling constants are mainly use
check and establish signal assignments of protons be
carbons and to extract information on functional groups
carbon hybridization degrees, respectively,nJCH connectivities
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establishing molecular structures. “Long-range” connectiv
allow carbon signal assignments, including quaternary car
to be completed. Corresponding coupling constants a
structural fragments to be connected unequivocally and
plex stereochemical problems to be solved in a straightfor
way. Reliable13C signal assignments based on1JCH connec
tivities and assigned1H signals are a prerequisite, however,
the interpretation ofnJCH correlation spectra. Consequen
information on both types of coupling interactions is usu
needed for unequivocal conclusions with more deman
structural problems. Today’s heteronuclear shift correla
experiments are dedicated to detecting either type of cou
interaction while destructively rejecting the other. Therefor
least two experiments for detecting both types of heteronu
connectivities must be performed. To the best of our kn
edge no methods for simultaneous detection of1JCH and nJCH

connectivities exist, which allows the two types of respons
be separated and the corresponding subspectra to be calc

The main requirements for such a method may be sum
rized as follows: Equal or at least similar sensitivities e
cially for measuringnJCH connectivities compared to toda
state-of-the-art experimental alternatives; powerful filters
rejecting unwanted1JCH signals in the finalnJCH subspectrum
(“ nJCH low-pass” filter) and vice versa for rejecting unwan
nJCH signals in the final1JCH subspectrum (“1JCH high-pass
filter); unlimited applicability with respect to the range ofnJCH

and 1JCH coupling constants, the corresponding multiplicit
and the degree of complexity in the1H spectrum; easy expe
imental setup for routine applications.

The starting point for our efforts was the prominent HM
(1) pulse sequence and its modern variants. A breakthroug
the heteronuclear multiple-bond correlation (heteronu
multiple-bond correlation (HMBC)). (HMBC) experime
compared to former pulse sequences was1H detection and th
introduction of pulsed field gradients (2, 3). Modifications o
the HMBC experiment with an additional delay for refocus
long-range couplings with additional13C broadband deco
pling have been proposed (4), and phase-sensitive experime
with single-quantum evolution int1 were developed (5, 6) as
well as experiments with a constant time evolution period

e,



suppressingJ-modulation due to1H–1H couplings in F1 (7).
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89SIMULTANEOUSLY DETECTED HETERONUCLEAR SHIFT CORRELATION
espite its high detection sensitivity, the gradient-enha
MBC experiment suffers from a poor low-pass filter qua
ith a breakthrough of unwanted1JCH signals. Furthermor

he experiment may not be adjusted to sample the wide
f nJCH coupling constants (1–25 Hz) in a uniform manner

important cross peaks may be rather weak or may even b
in a HMBC spectrum.

Modified variants to improve low-pass filter efficiency w
the implementation of an additional BIRD-relaxation filter8)
or an additional TANGO filter (9) have been developed. E
forts for uniform sampling of long-range couplings have b
undertaken and corresponding experiments have been
posed, e.g., a 3D HMBC (10) with the third dimension used f
“scanning” the whole range ofnJCH couplings. Among thes
developments, the ACCORDION-HMBC (11) experiment i

robably the most popular and promising since it not
uppresses1JCH signals more efficiently, but also samples

systematic fashion and in a single experiment a poten
wide range of long-range couplings exploiting the ACCO
DION principle (12). It is designed as a “refocused” variant
optional 13C broadband decoupling during data acquisit

owever, a few minor drawbacks remain with this experim
here is a general loss of sensitivity compared to the b
MBC andJHH modulation int1 introduced with the ACCOR-
ION principle, which gives rise to additional cross peak
1. These additional peaks may prove the authenticit
orrelations but may also make spectral analysis more dif
13). Efforts for suppressing these undesirable ACCORD
artifacts” taking advantage of a “constant time variable de
ulse sequence element have been undertaken and corre

ngly improved pulse sequences, IMPEACH-MBC (14) and
IGAR-HMBC (15), have very recently been proposed. F

hermore, FID shapes are obtained with the ACCORD-HM
hich are unsuitable for simultaneously obtaining narrow
hapes and maximum sensitivity with magnitude mode c
ation.

In this work we present a simple new 2D pulse sequ
MSC (heteronuclear shift correlation through multiple
ingle bonds) for the simultaneous detection ofnJCH and 1JCH

coupling interactions. The pulse sequence was develope
optimized taking advantage of the powerful simulation
NMRSIM (16), which allowed experimental parameters s
as delays, pulse lengths, or pulse power for a given spin sy
to be varied systematically and its influence on sensitivity
filter efficiency to be studied in detail. Spectra obtained
strychnine are compared with the spectra correspondingl
tained with the HMBC, the ACCORD-HMBC, and the HMQ
experiment.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the HMSC pulse sequence developed fo
simultaneous detection ofnJCH and 1JCH coupling interactions
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of coupling interactions, and attractive lineshapes with ma
tude mode spectra.

The HMSC experiment starts with a 90°1H pulse, followed
by a BIRDy element (17), incorporated in the middle of th

elay for the evolution of long-range coupling interactio
he corresponding delaysD2 5 (2 z 1JCH)21 andD3 5 (4 z

nJCH)21 are adjusted for one-bond and long-range coupl
respectively. Neglecting homonuclear couplings at this s
transverse1H magnetization generated by the initial 90°1H
pulse evolves in the course of the BIRDy element either an
exclusively under the influence of long-range couplings
nJCH coupled protons (nI y f 2nI xSz) or under the influence
1H chemical shifts for1JCH coupled protons (1I y f

1I y,
1I x) as

described in detail elsewhere (17). This allows coherence
nJCH coupled protons to be labeled selectively at this stag
the pulse sequence with a13C pulse adjusted either to 180 or
0° (2nI xSz f 62nI xSz), whereas coherence of1JCH coupled
protons is not affected by the13C pulse (1I y,

1I x f
1I y,

1I x).
The best results in view of eventually incorrectly set13C pulse
lengths are obtained with 908x–1808y–908x and 908x–18082x–908x
13C composite pulses, respectively. In contrast to the in-p
1JCH coherence, which evolves under the influence of d
couplings and proton chemical shifts into antiphase cohe
(21I xSz, 21I ySz) in the subsequentD2 delay, almost no add-
tional coupling evolution occurs fornJCH coherence. The ne
90° 13C pulse transformsnJCH and 1JCH antiphase componen
into multiquantum coherences, which evolve int1 exclusively
under the influence of13C chemical shifts.nJCH and 1JCH

multiquantum coherences are transformed back into dete
proton single-quantum coherences by the last 90°13C pulse an

re detected simultaneously with no13C broadband decouplin
during data acquisition.

As with the basic HMBC experiment, homonuclear coup
evolves throughout.J-Modulation due to1H–1H coupling evo-
ution during thet1 period causes line broadening of the13C
ignals in the F1 dimension (7).
To preserve and exploit thenJCH selective labeling of proto

signals, achieved with the composite13C pulse for the subs-
quent separation of one-bond and “long-range” respons
two subspectra, FIDs are acquired in the so-called “interle
mode.” For eacht1 increment, two FIDs with the phasew2
(Fig. 1) set asy or 2x, respectively, are acquired and sto
separately. In the first step of data processing, eacht1 pair is
split and two intermediate 2D matrices are generated from
original 2D data matrix. To obtain the final two spectra w
the1JCH andnJCH responses disentangled from each other, t
two intermediate 2D matrices are added to and subtracted
each other, respectively (spectral editing). Data are proc
in the same way as the HMBC data and the correspondin
magnitude mode (in F1) spectra are then calculated (for d
see the legends to Figs. 2 and 3).

The high filter efficiencies are due to the following: If
delay D2 5 (2 z 1JCH)21 is not optimally adjusted,1JCH
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90 BURGER, SCHORN, AND BIGLER
in-phase coherences evolve partially into 21I xSz and 21I ySz

antiphase coherences, respectively, during the BIRDy pulse
equence element. The13C labeling pulse affects these1JCH

antiphase coherences in the same way as thenJCH antiphas
coherences (21I x,ySzf 621I x,ySz), giving rise to1JCH residua
peaks in the finalnJCH spectrum. These peaks, however,
efficiently suppressed by the subsequentD2 delay. Most of th
unwanted1JCH antiphase coherences evolve back into in-p
coherence and are not transferred into multiquantum cohe
by the 90°13C prior to thet1 period (nJCH low-pass filter).

If, on the other hand, the delayD3 5 (4 z nJCH)21 for the
evolution of long-range couplings is not adjusted optima
initial in-phasenJCH coherences survive the BIRDy element an
are not affected by the13C labeling pulse. Part of these in-ph
coherences, however, evolves into antiphase coherences
the subsequentD2 delay and is transferred into multiquant
coherence, giving rise to residualnJCH peaks in the final1JCH

subspectrum. Since D3 is adjusted to largenJCH couplings, the
unwanted in-phase terms predominantly originate from i
actions with small couplings. Almost no evolution into
tiphase coherence occurs for these terms during the shoD2
delay, and consequently only spurious residualnJCH peaks ar
observed in the final1JCH spectrum (1JCH high-pass filter).

To maintain the highest sensitivity and to achieve the

FIG. 1. HMSC pulse sequence for the detection ofnJCH and 1JCH conne
13C 180° pulse is replaced by a 908x–1808y–908x composite pulse.D2 is set to (2z
phase settingsw 2 5 y, 2x are acquired and separately stored (“interleav
w 1 5 y(2y); w 3 5 x2(2x) 2; wREC 5 x2(2x) 2. Using standard Bruker sof

nd stored in two submatrices, which are either added to or subtracted
eparated (spectral editing). The Bruker DRX pulse program and the mod
rom the authors upon request.
e

e
ce

,

ring

r-
-

st

low-pass filter efficiency, the same phase cycle, slightly
panded for the phase of the 180°1H pulse in the BIRD elemen
as that proposed for the gradient enhanced HMBC exper
(3) was used. In addition to the13C labeling pulse (see befor
and to compensate for incorrectly set13C pulse angles, the 18
13C pulse in the BIRD element was replaced by compo
pulses. (908x–1808y–908x) (18).

For measuring13C broadband decoupled spectra,nJCH and
1JCH coherences must be refocused prior to data acquis
This may be accomplished with two additional BIRD elem
(BIRDy and BIRDx) after the t1 period and with the pha
cycle and gradient pulse settings adjusted accordingly.
HMSC sequence was tested on strychnine.

For comparison, spectra were acquired with the b
HMBC and HMQC (with/without refocusing) experiments a
with the recently proposed ACCORD-HMBC experime
Spectra were measured with and without13C GARP decou-

ling during acquisition for all refocused experiments and
he ACCORD option enabled and disabled for the ACCO
MBC experiment. In order to compare the results, exp
ental conditions were set as similar as possible and ex

he same measuring times were maintained with each e
ent. Consequently, either the1JCH or thenJCH spectrum coul

be acquired within this preset measuring time with the HM

ities. Thin and thick bars represent 90 and 180° pulses, respectively. T

H)21 andD3 is set to (4z nJCH)21. For eacht1 value twot2-FIDs with differen
mode of detection). The residual phases in the experiment are cycled
re the twot1 sets, differing in the sign ofnJCH proton signals, are disentang
m each other to calculate the final data matrices with the1JCH and nJCH response

d Bruker Splitser.AU programs for data processing (see legend to Fig. 2)available
ctiv
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91SIMULTANEOUSLY DETECTED HETERONUCLEAR SHIFT CORRELATION
and the HMBC or ACCORD-HMBC experiments, resp
tively, whereas both types of spectra could be obtained wit
HMSC experiment and adequate data processing.

Figure 2 shows expansions (aliphatic part) of thenJCH (left)
and the1JCH (right) connectivity spectra of strychnine obtain
with the HMSC experiment. The excellent discrimination
tween nJCH and 1JCH cross peaks achieved with the HM
experiment with no residual cross peaks of the other type
in the corresponding subspectra is obvious.

FIG. 2. nJCH and1JCH 2D spectra of strychnine (expansion of the alipha
n 200ml CDCl3 in a sealed 5-mm NMR tube (Wilmad) was used. The e
resonance frequency of 500.13 MHz with a 5-mm inverse probehead (T
15 ms for 1H and 13C, respectively. DelaysD1, D2 (2 z 1JCH

21), andD3 (4 z nJC
2

or nJCH 5 10 Hz), respectively. The delay for phase switching within the13C
13C spectral widths of 5000 and 22637 Hz, respectively. Eight scans us
mode of detection. In the first step of data processing the original 2D da
program. Each of these two data sets was apodized with a 45° shifte
one-bond and long-range coupling interactions, these data sets were t
obtained after apodization with a nonshifted sine square function, zero fil
in F1. The same contour levels are used for both subspectra. Rows for C

SCHEME 1
-
he

-

ft

ing 2D spectra with thenJCH and1JCH connectivities of carbon
C-14 and C-23, respectively.

Concentrating on sensitivity and long-range interact
first, it follows from Fig. 3 that with the HMSC experime
only minor sensitivity losses must be taken into account c
pared to the HMBC experiment. On the other hand, and
spective of whether13C GARP decoupling is applied, a su-
stantial gain in sensitivity compared to the ACCORD-HM
experiment is obtained, which is most pronounced for w
cross peaks. The unwanted discrimination of weak cross p
observed in the static ACCORD-HMBC spectra must be
tributed to the additional delays. With the ACCORDION
tion enabled, this discrimination, but not the general decr
in sensitivity, may more or less be avoided. For cross pea
the 1JCH HMSC subspectra (Fig. 4),a decrease in sensitivity
about 15% compared to the nondecoupled HMQC spec
has been observed, most probably because of additional
ation losses with the longD3 delays. A decrease in sensitiv
of about 50% must be taken into account compared to th13C

ARP decoupled HMQC spectrum. Signal intensities are
rtheless well above the intensities of most of thenJCH cross

peaks and their doublet structure may not severely comp
spectral analysis.

region) measured with the HMSC pulse sequence. A sample of 60 mg of
riments were performed on a Bruker DRX-500 spectrometer operating
equipped with additional coils forz-gradients and with 90° pulse lengths of 6.9
ere set as 2 s, 3.45 ms (optimized for1JCH 5 145 Hz), and 25 ms (optimize

mposite pulses was set to 5ms. Each 2D spectrum was collected with1H and
2048 data points int2 were acquired for each 23 256 FID with the “interleaved
ere split into two new data sets by using the slightly modified Splitser.Aruker)

ne square function and Fourier transformed int2. To disentangle the responses
added to and subtracted from each other. The final1JCH and nJCH subspectra we

to 512 points, and Fourier transformation int1 and with magnitude mode calculat
and C-23 are indicated and the1H signals of corresponding cross peaks are assig
tic
xpe
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H
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92 BURGER, SCHORN, AND BIGLER
Concentrating on filter efficiencies next, excellent results
obtained for the more demandingnJCH spectra with the HMS
experiment (Fig. 3). Extreme high1JCH suppression degrees
of utmost importance and are a prerequisite for the rel
detection and recognition of very weak long-range coup
which are valuable for the connecting remote molecular
ments. Such cross peaks may otherwise be overseen, m
mistaken for, or may accidentally be hidden by residual1JCH

peaks. The row of C-23 (Fig. 3) in the HMBC spectrum sh
that the residual1JCH signals fully dominate and overlap w
one of the weak “long-range” cross peaks. The high1JCH

suppression degrees obtained with the ACCORD-HMBC (
the ACCORD option enabled or not) are even surpassed
the HMSC experiment. Almost no residual1JCH signals appea
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FIG. 4. Representative rows with the1JCH connectivities C-23/H-23a,b and
C-14/H-14 demonstrating the sensitivities and lineshapes obtained wi
nonrefocused HMQC, the HMSC, and the refocused HMQC with13C GARP
decoupling (from bottom to top) are shown. The same experimental para
as those given for the HMSC experiment (see legend to Fig. 2) were
spondingly used for the HMQC experiment. Squared sinebell windowst2
were shifted by 45 and 90° for the nonrefocused and the refocused e
ments, respectively, to achieve the best sensitivities in each case. Data a
with the HMSC experiment were processed as described in the legend
2. Residual long-range cross peaks are indicated.

carbon atom a weak4JCH coupling to H-20 is visible.1H signals of corre-
sponding long-range cross peaks are assigned. Residual1JCH signals ar
ndicated.
FIG. 3. Representative rows with thenJCH connectivities of C-14 and C-2
emonstrating the sensitivities and lineshapes obtained with the HMB
MSC, and the ACCORD-HMBC with and without13C GARP decouplin

(from bottom to top) are shown. The same experimental parameters as
given for the HMSC experiment (see legend to Fig. 2) were used fo
HMBC and the ACCORD-HMBC experiment with the exception of thenJCH

evolution delay (2nJCH
21), which was set to 50 ms (optimized fornJCH 5 10 Hz)

and the 1JCH delays in the two low-pass filters of the ACCORD-HM
xperiment. Following the recommendations of the authors, different v
ere used for the two filters according to the formula 0.5z ( 1Jmin/max 6
.146(1Jmax 2 1Jmin))

21 with Jmin 5 125 Hz andJmax 5 165 Hz as 3.82 an
3.14 ms, respectively. For the ACCORD-HMBC experiment, the ACC
DION option was disabled and a “static” delay was applied for direct c
parison with the other “static” experiments. Eight sinusoidally shaped gra
pulses in the ratio 15:210:25:50:30:40:25:5 were used for ACCORD
HMBC. Squared sinebell windows int2 were shifted by 45 and 90° f
HMBC/HMSC and ACCORD-HMBC, respectively, to achieve the best
sitivities (rather than the same narrow lines) with the differing FID shap
these experiments. Data acquired with the HMSC experiment were pro
as described in the legend to Fig. 2. An enhanced vertical scale was u
the row of C-23 showing very small long-range cross peaks. Note that fo
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93SIMULTANEOUSLY DETECTED HETERONUCLEAR SHIFT CORRELATION
which originates from a4JCH coupling, are clearly visible.
Suppression ofnJCH cross peaks in HMSC1JCH subspectr

(Fig. 4) is less efficient as discussed before and weak res
long-range peaks are still visible. However,1JCH High-pass
filtering is less demanding since one-bond cross peaks c
dominate and their doublet structure may easily be recogn

Spectral lineshapes and sensitivity are also influenced b
FID shapes and data processing. With nonrefocused e
ments (HMBC, HMSC), the individualt2 FID shapes ar
dominated by the low-frequency term sin 2P nJCH z t2 with a

aximum att2 5 (2nJCH)21, usually close to the midpoint
he time domain signal. Attractive narrow signal linesha
ith no additional loss of sensitivity result in an adequ
eighting, e.g., with a (P/4) shifted sinebell function an

subsequent magnitude calculation. With refocused var
(ACCORD-HMBC), on the other hand, antiphase coher
evolves into in-phase coherence prior to detection (2I xSy f
I y). The correspondingt2-FID shapes, dominated by the lo
frequency term cos 2P nJCH z t2, decay steadily and are n
ideal for subsequent magnitude calculation. Weighting
mized for narrow lineshapes, e.g., with an adequately sh
sinebell function, necessarily decreases sensivity; weig
optimized for best sensitivity, e.g., with an exponential or a
shifted sinebell window function, necessarily yields nonatt
tive lineshapes with wide wings in the magnitude mode s
trum for this type of experiments.

Since even small coupling interactions are of interest, h
est sensitivity, rather than optimized lineshapes, are of p
importance withnJCH correlation experiments. In order to co-
pare the results on this basis, data processing was ad
individually to obtain the highest sensitivity with each of
investigated experiments. Consequently, for the reasons
before, different lineshapes must be expected. Despite m
tude calculation, rather sharp lineshapes in the proton di
sion F2 are obtained with the HMBC and the HMSC exp
ment, whereas less attractive resonance signals with
wings are measured with refocused experiments such a
ACCORD-HMBC experiment (Fig. 3).

Experiments with a refocused HMSC variant with two
ditional BIRD elements prior to detection, allowing13C GARP
broadband decoupling to be performed, have also been c
out. Increased intensities could be measured for only a few
usually for the most intense signals in thenJCH subspectrum
whereas for others even reduced intensities have been ob
in the worst case. If the conditionD3 5 (4 z nJCH)21 is
violated, an unfavorable cumulative effect occurs on acc
of the additional delays, giving rise to a general decrea
sensitivity and a pronounced discrimination of weak vs int
cross peaks. The sensitivity is furthermore decreased by
ation losses with this prolonged variant.

1JCH subspectra are simplified due to signal collapse, h-
ever, and in contrast to the basic (refocused) HMQC ex
ment, only small—if any—sensitivity gains could be obser
ual
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ment, such as a constant timet1 evolution period for suppres
ing line broadening in the F1 dimension caused by ho
nuclearJ-modulation (7) or the ACCORDION principle fo
systematically samplingnJCH couplings in a potentially wid
range (11, 13–15), may easily be accomplished with HMSC

CONCLUSION

Information on both long-range and one-bond coupling
works, deduced from correspondingly edited correlation s
tra with the highest discrimination factors, are not only hig
desirable for unequivocal signal assignments, but also a
requisite for the reliable solution of more demanding struc
problems.

We propose a new HMBC-derived 2D pulse sequenc
the efficient measurement ofnJCH and 1JCH connectivities tak-
ing advantage of a strategy which deviates considerably
the usual strategies in pulse sequence design. Instead
structively suppressing “unwanted”1JCH responses in th
HMBC experiment by one or several filters, both types
coherences are detected simultaneously in each scan
such a way thatnJCH and 1JCH responses can be disentang
and corresponding connectivity maps can be calculated.

Despite similar sensitivities for the HMSC and the stan
HMBC experiment for detectingnJCH interactions, and a le
attractive sensitivity for the detection of1JCH interactions, w
find an overall gain in sensitivity results compared to the u
strategy with two1JCH and nJCH dedicated experiments p-
formed one after the other.

Features such as the outstanding suppression degree fo1JCH

signals in thenJCH spectra for the whole range of one-bond
long-range couplings, the insensitivity to incorrectly set13C

ulse angles, and the easy experimental setup with simpl
rocessing make HMSC a valuable alternative to today’s
fficient two-experiment approach and suitable for rou
pplications.
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